Introduction
In this Part B of the Autonomous Robots Special Issue on Robot Learning, we complement the preceding Part A. Similar to Part A, we intend to highlight recent successes in the application of domain-driven machine learning methods to robotics. However, the papers selected for Part B have a slightly different focus than in Part A as they focus on more specialized approaches for a variety of different problems while showing the feasibility of more general methods. Part B consists of a representative sample of interesting recent results and important current work in this area. The papers were solicited from the same open call as that of Part A. All papers were rigorously reviewed by up to eight reviewers as well as by at least one of the guest editors-on average, all papers had 4.5 external reviewers. As a result, a small sample of eight papers has been selected for both Part A and B of the special issue. The second four papers form Part B of the special issue and are described next. Freitas, Brochu, Castellanos and Doucet, the authors address the policy search problem in the context of online optimal path planning under imperfect sensing. The authors model the problem as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) with a finite horizon. This problem is difficult due to its real-world setting (dimensionality, continuous actions, non-Gaussian noise, real-time requirements). The authors design a novel Bayesian approach that minimizes the uncertainty about the policy's performance while aiming towards the optimal policy. The authors demonstrate the feasibility of their approach on a visually-guided mobile robot.
Howard, Klanke, Gienger, Goerick and Vijayakumar present an article entitled A Novel Method for Learning Policies from Variable Constraint Data. They note that most real world tasks are influenced by external constraints that might be often not directly observable or change of the constraints between the observations may happen. The authors tackle this problem by first addressing the problems of learning uncontrolled policies from observed movement data that has been subjected to various constraints. By introducing a small but significant modification to the risk functional of an unconstrained policy learning step, they are able to determine policies that fulfill the constraints. The authors present results of their method on an Honda ASIMO robot.
The article Learning Model-free Robot Control by a Monte Carlo EM Algorithm by Vlassis, Toussaint, Kontes and Piperidis extends previous work by Kober and Peters on episodic model-free reinforcement learning (RL) to the discounted infinite horizon case. For doing so, they adopt Toussaint's previous insights from model-based RL and suggest a Monte Carlo EM approach for searching the optimal policy directly in the parameter space of the policy. Their algorithm can be seen as a generalization of Kober and Peters PoWER algorithm and, in the finite case, reduces to exactly the same equations. They achieve this result by viewing the discounted infinite horizon case as a finite case where the length of the episode is chosen randomly from a geometric distribution probability distribution. They demonstrate the feasibility of the approach on a self-balancing two-wheeled mobile robot.
In the final paper, Nonparametric Representation of An Approximated Poincaré Map for Learning Biped Locomotion, Morimoto, Hyon and Atkeson present their work on learning Poincaré maps that allow them to generate novel walking and stepping policies. For doing so, the authors suggest representing the Poincaré map non-parametrically using a Gaussian process model. This move allows them to sidestep the problem of fitting a fixed analytical model to measured data and to directly incorporate real world data from a Sony QRIO robot. Subsequently, they locally optimize policies for stepping and walking using a policy gradient approach to reinforcement learning. The resulting approach allows them to learn policies that work well both in simulation and on real robots.
All four papers present significant developments in policy learning for robotics and we hope that you will enjoy reading them as much as we did.
